Jamie Bartoszek

>Senior Software Recruitment Specialist

Being a specialist in the software development market means I’m not your recruiter that
reads of a job spec, I like to talk tech and get to know who I’m speaking with. I strive to
change the norm of recruiters, which I base on 2 priorities; delivering top-tier talent that
isn’t another disappointing profile & being someone candidates can genuinely rely on
24/7 (and yes, even on the weekends!).

MY EXPERTISE:

>
>
>

Software & Web Development
Mobile Apps
UX/UI

>
>
>

Java/Python/C#/Golang
JS/Node/React/Angular
Swift/Kotlin/React-Native

>
>
>

Microservices & REST
DevOps Tooling & Methodologies
Cloud Platforms

RECOMMENDATIONS:

“Jamie helped us secure talent
for two hard to fill roles at King.
He provided high quality,
thoroughly vetted candidates
and managed to provide great
shortlists of hard to reach
candidates. It's a real bonus that
he takes the time to get to know
the company and also screen
candidates properly, which is
something that a lot of other
recruiters don't bother doing. If
you need help filling your roles, I
recommend you speak to Jamie.”
Mark McDaid,
Game Studio Recruiter, King

“Overall I have been nothing but
impressed with the
professionalism and dedication
Jamie has shown since he has
been working with me and the
team at easyJet. He doesn't give
up and that is a trait that is
refreshing to work with
especially amongst a tough
candidate market. He is
passionate about his candidates
and goes out of his way to make
sure he is giving them the best
service. What more could you
want in a supplier representing
our brand?! Thank you Jamie, I
look forward to working
together more in the future.”
Sophie Hollick,
Talent Acquisition Specialist,
easyJet

CONTACT:

jbartoszek@technet-digital.co.uk

01908929069

1 Vincent Avenue, Crownhill, Milton Keynes MK8 0AB

“I have been working with Jamie
for a few months and I am very
happy with our relationship,
partnership and collaboration. He
has successfully made a few
placements with us that we are
very happy about! Jamie is
understanding, friendly yet truly
professional to work with. He is
always honest in communication,
looking at potential challenges
with a problem-solving mindset
and is always available and
supportive. I would definitely
recommend Jamie as a
recruitment consultant!”
Martina Nordenson,
Digital Explorer, SEBx

